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Patient 
expectations 
are changing 
fast …

Source

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recognize that you want to operate a successful organization and to care for your patients well.  How healthcare organizations communicate with patients matters.  Many of Intermedia’s clients are healthcare organizations and we continually hear them say that their patients are evolving how they communicate with the healthcare community.  The pace is now faster as customer experience expectations are set by Amazon, Apple, and so many other companies that deliver great service in near real-time.  Also as millennials who were raised on digital media, become a broader consumer segment, their expectations for engagement are having an impact on all industries.  

https://www.economist.com/business/2020/12/02/the-dawn-of-digital-medicine
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Technology Allows Healthcare Organizations to Stay Current With Evolving Patient Expectations 
Responsive, Convenient Patient Communication

Service Matters
• 90% of US consumers use 

customer service as a factor 
in deciding whether or not to 
do business with an 
organization.

• 93% of consumers are likely 
to return to organizations who 
deliver excellent service. 

• Nearly 60% of consumers feel 
that long holds and wait times 
are the most frustrating parts 
of a service experience.

Mobile & Digital 
Expectations
• Patients increasingly 

expecting choice to 
connect by phone, text, 
chat, and video.

• 78% of patients want to 
schedule appointments 
digitally

Hybrid Workforce
• The workforce now 

expects hybrid 
employment with both 
on-premise and at home
environments 

Telehealth Works
• 79% of patients were very satisfied 

with telehealth care during Covid, 
and 73% will continue to use 
telehealth.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It may come as no surprise that no matter which research firm polls consumers in general, great customer service is always at the top of the most important attributes – This is true across all industries, including healthcare - not only for attracting new business but for retaining existing patients.  Patient experience begins the moment someone tries to contact your organization, whether by phone, email, or some other way.  And every time a patient picks up a phone and calls, their meter for gauging a positive or negative experience restarts every time the phone starts ringing.  As expectations change and the bar continues to raise higher, organizations across all industries must recalibrate how they interact with those whom they serve and whether or not they are set up to meet expectations.Sources:  Virtual and Digital- Aug 31, 2021 article https://www.chiroeco.com/communication-preferences/ - March 2021 article https://healthtechmagazine.net/article/2021/03/digital-omnichannel-platforms-modernize-patient-accessMobile, OmnichannelAug 2021 article https://www.chiroeco.com/communication-preferences/March 2021 article https://healthtechmagazine.net/article/2021/03/digital-omnichannel-platforms-modernize-patient-accessRemote-Friendly- March 2021 article https://healthtechmagazine.net/article/2021/03/digital-omnichannel-platforms-modernize-patient-access
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We take the crazy out of a communications system and make it simple for our customersCRAZY: On the left side, businesses big and small have so many applications to manage. As the world moves from on-premises legacy systems applications to the cloud for business phone, video, email productivity, contact center, storage, security, chat and more.For each and everyone one of these the business has to choose a vendor to manage, deploy the services, employees have multiple user interfaces to manager, multiple support organizations to call, integrating systems together, security, multiple bills A lot for a business to manage – particularly small and medium businesses�SIMPLE: Simple is what Intermedia offers.  We have all applications you see in one very easy to use, tightly integrated solution, great products, integrated together, easy to deploy, easy to use and manage and by doing it this way is much less costly.  One platform, one bill, one support number.Desktop and mobile apps that allow you to take our solutions wherever work takes you.We typically send a high-quality phone with color screen all wrapped with J.D. Power certified support (5 years in a row); invest significantly in technology, systems, people, 24x7 monitoring and security that very few businesses big or small could match.  Our platform makes it easy for the business or the partner that supports the business to manage all of this.We are a one-stop shop of a broadly integrated of cloud communication and collaboration services to business customersWe are winning customers every day �
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Tightly Integrated, Highly Efficient

PHONE SYSTEM CONTACT CENTER TEAM CHAT 
AND SMS

I N T E G R AT I O N

FILE COLLABORATIONVIDEO CONFERENCING 
& SCREENSHARE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We offer a highly integrated all-in-one platformWe offer Business phones (voice), video conference, team chat or SMS, contact center, business email productivity, file share and backup, security, archiving and moreAnd you can use any device you’d like – we provide free high-quality phones when you become a customer and you can also communicate through desktop and mobile appOur platform is an all-in-one tightly integrated solution with great features, easy to deploy, easy to use and manage Further, as businesses run many platforms, our solution integrates with the top business platforms to hep drive greater efficiency and productivityTurnkey integrations include Microsoft Teams, Outlook, Microsoft 365 and Google Workspace, as well as CRM software integrations with Oracle NetSuite, Salesforce, Zendesk, SugarCRM, Zoho, Microsoft Dynamics 365 and ServiceNow.Our partner Intermedia serves 122,000 business customers ranging in size from just a few customers to thousands of employees 
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We Help Healthcare Organizations Deliver Superior Service Experiences

Efficient Collaboration  
Between Team Members

Superior Patient Service 
Experience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s keep it simple:Regardless of the type of organization or, what’s happening in the world, any organization must enable communication 2 types of communicationsCollaboration between your employeesConnection between your organization and your patientsThe question to ask is whether the communication system you you’ve selected for your organization is set up to do both efficiently and effectively
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success

7

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking Patient 
Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we talk to our own healthcare customers, here is a list of benefits they tell us they value from our cloud communication system.  Do any of these pop up as most important for you?  Are we missing any that you consider important?  
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success
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• Patient experiences begin the 
moment the phone rings

• Get inbound callers to the 
information they need quickly 
and without hassle

• Prioritize queries, route 
callers, to the proper 
resource, or offer pre-
recorded answers to common 
questions

• Expedite patient verification 
and call handling using custom 
patient dashboards integrated 
with EHR data

• Let patients manage 
appointments, pay bills, and 
refill prescriptions using self-
service tools rather than wait 
on hold 

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success
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• Ensure secure 
communications with 
services designed to meet 
the privacy and security 
requirements for Protected 
Health Information (PHI). 

• Intermedia can execute a 
Business Associate 
Agreement upon request to 
address HIPAA compliance.

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success

10

• Reduce appointment cancelations, patient 
frustration, inbound calls, and admin effort 
significantly with timely and automated 
appointment reminders

• Satisfy patient preferences for automated 
outreach with options for recorded phone 
messages, text, or email

• Send automated reminders for 
appointments, outstanding bills, and 
prescription refills

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success

11

• Extend the reach of your healthcare team and better access remote 
specialists with telehealth capabilities

• Reduce risk of exposure to your staff and other patients by using video 
conferencing for virtual visits

• Engage with patients via secure, HIPAA-compliant video consults.

• Share lab reports, x-rays or other information via video conferencing 
screen share or secure file sharing

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Healthcare Success

12

• Stay current with patient expectations by expanding your communication 
channels to include phone, chat, text, video conferencing, or email.

• Protect your employees by displaying their work phone number and email 
address regardless of device they use to contact patients

• Track all communications, regardless of channel on a single, secure, 
integrated platform

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers
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Path to higher revenue paved with better customer experiences
Communications Factors for Service Success

• Understand your patient experience with metrics that track 
patient call wait times, frequency of missed calls, and number of 
transfers.

• Measure call volume to know when to add staff for highest volume 
periods 

• Manage system configuration and call reporting from a single web-
based portal

Save Time with Proactive Outreach

Deliver Virtual Patient Care

Respond to Every Patient Call

Improve Service by Tracking     
Patient Contact

Practice Compliance & Security

Expand Communications Channels

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connect the highlighted benefit with the features that Intermedia delivers



How Do We Help You Achieve All this?
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Empowering Productive and Connected Distributed Workforces
Intermedia Unite® - Complete Communications Solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unite works across most any internet-enabled devices �And you can flip between devices�If you’re on your phone at the desk and then need to get in the car, just flip your call seamlessly to the mobile app and continue the discussion while you are on the go.�You can also host or join a video conference from your mobile phone, tablet, or laptop – share screens, annotate on screen, and many more features that allow you to connect and collaborate better, from whereverDeploys 100% remotely. �Highly secure and reliable.�99.999% uptime service level agreements�One point of intuitive admin control – easily scale up or scale down users, add permissions, deploy features. 



Intermedia Unite Phones:

• Delivered pre-configured to 
work seamlessly with Intermedia 
Unite service

• No special setup required or special 
technician/IT resources

• Management and configuration 
of phones from simple web-based 
management tool

Plug and Play Phones

16

POLYCOM TRIO 8800 POLY VVX 450

YEALINK W60PYEALINK T46G

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intermedia Unite phones are delivered pre-configured, are plug and play, and work seamlessly with the Unite service.



PC and Mac Platforms, iPhone and Android Devices
Fully Integrated Experience

Phone with 
caller ID, hold, park, 

flip, transfer, 
conference & more

Group chat

Video conferencing

File sharing & 
collaboration

Call history

Transcribed voicemails

Contact Center

Receptionist view

Presence 

Start meetings, place 
calls, search in chat, 
add participants to 

any chat

HD-quality 
video conferencing, 

screen sharing, 
recording & 

transcription, 
annotation, notes & 
AI virtual assistant

Integrated 
company directory
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A little bit more about Unite:Intermedia Unite is our fully integrated, cloud native, unified communications and collaboration platform that combines video, voice, contact center, chat, fax, and file backup and collaboration solutions into a seamless experience, accessible via mobile or desktop applications. Key components and functionality of Intermedia Unite consist of the following: Business Phone System (Voice): Over 90 enterprise-grade calling features, excellent network call quality and a 99.999% uptime SLA.�Desktop and Mobile Softphone: Turns your desktop or mobile phone into a full-feature business phone. �Team Chat and Business SMS: Ability to send and receive text messages automatically synchronized across Unite mobile and desktop apps.AnyMeeting® Video Conferencing: In-app and web browser based, high-definition (HD) quality audio and video stream with screen sharing, annotation and recording with transcription.Contact Center: Customizable call flows and ability to combine voice, short message service (SMS), chat, and e-mail queues into a single omni-channel experience.�SecuriSync® File Collaboration and Backup: Real-time sharing and backup of all files and point-in-time file restoration for quick recovery from ransomware and other types of data loss.Voicemail: Includes transcribed voicemail messages delivered via email or viewed in the desktop and mobile apps.Presence Indicator: Function that enables users to see availability of other users across various applications, included in Intermedia desk phones and desktop and mobile applications.Fax: Virtual fax service that allows end users to receive and manage faxes via the web or email.
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90+ Enterprise-level Features Included

* Customer is responsible for ensuring that all call recordings comply with any applicable federal or state law (including consent requirements).

Multi-menu, scheduled routing with 
easy graphical setup and management

• Flexible call delivery- simul, round 
robin, sequential, least recent

• Multiple recording, override, 
reporting

• Automatic call recording: Records 
all calls placed to a hunt group

• On-Demand call recording: Decide 
when to record a call on the fly

• Route to one or multiple 
receptionists

• Scheduled routing based 
on time of day

Easily deploy phones at remote 
and home offices

Call Recording Receptionist Routing Multi-site

Call CenterAutomated AttendantFull featured phone system

• Call transfer
• Hold
• Park
• Monitor
• Conference 
• Contact list

• BLF
• Follow me 

forwarding
• Call flip
• 3-way calling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�



VoIP Scout for Network Testing Customer QoS Dashboard

Network Testing and Real-time Analytics
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our platform offers various tools to ensure the quality of service before, during and after deployment, including Intermedia’s proprietary pre-qualification and network assessment tool, referred to as VoIP Scout™, as well as an AI-based carrier downtime monitoring and alerting toolVoIP Scout: Before Intermedia activates a potential new customer with the Unite service, we require them to first test their network via VoIP Scout. Unlike anything our competitors provide, this proprietary tool tests the customer’s network over a 3-day time period to make sure that it is ready for VoIP. It finds sources of network bottlenecks and allows customers to address those problems prior to installation.�QoS Dashboard: While VoIP Scout helps to eliminate up-front issues, QoS Dashboard takes over from there. QoS Dashboard aggregates Intermedia Unite phone call and video meeting quality metrics into easy-to-understand, actionable insights that identify issues or trends which may cause less-than-ideal voice or video performance



A comprehensive online 
meeting service:

• Full HD video and audio

• One-click join – no downloads

• Screen sharing and annotation

• Custom branding

• Outlook, G-Suite, Slack, MS Teams 
integrations

• AI-based transcription and meeting 
Insights (Virtual Assistant)

• Meeting lock and unique passwords

• And much more

Easy, Affordable, Reliable, Secure Online Meetings
Intermedia AnyMeeting®
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of Intermedia Unite, or as a standalone product, Intermedia AnyMeeting is our integrated video conferencing solution and features:720p HD quality video HD quality audio Easy-one-click join with no downloadsScreen sharing with annotation Cloud recording and transcription of meetingsIntegrates with productivity solutions for easy appointment setting� 
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Delivering Superior, Responsive Customer Interactions from Anywhere
Intermedia Contact Center

Integrations
CRM & Other Business 

Applications

Management Applications
Workforce Management | Reporting 
Quality Management | Supervisor

In-House Employees

Outsourced
Employees

Work-at-Home
Employees

Experts

Self-ServiceMobile

Chat

Social Media

Inbound
Customer Service

Outbound
Sales & Marketing

Web

Phone

Email

Market
by 2024(1)

CONTACT CENTER

Centralizes customer care in a single, 
omnichannel experience:

• Agent desktop & mobile application 

• Customizable IVRs in minutes with “Easy IVR”

• Skills-based routing 

• Real-time agent status display

• Inbound voice channel queues

• Automatic call distribution (ACD)

• Real-time historical & graphical reports

• Real-time performance dashboards

• Custom-built EHR and WFM integrations 
(e.g., Epic, Cerner, MEDITECH, etc.)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our proprietary, omni-channel, cloud-native contact center solution can be deployed as a feature of Unite, as an add-on to Intermedia Unite or stand-alone to be used with an existing phone system or other infrastructure. �Different from on-premise contact center solutions that may take weeks to set up, our cloud contact center can be set up within days �Includes an extensive set of features such as:interactive voice response (IVR)omni-channel routing of incoming customer interactions (voice, email, web chat and SMS) advanced skills-based routing that delivers incoming interactions to the right representatives at the right timethe ability to assess agent performance and optimize their schedulingthe ability to monitor contact center activity in real-time and push custom and pre-defined reports to track performance.
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Delivering Superior, Responsive Customer Interactions from Anywhere
Contact Center EHR Integrations

Market
by 2024(1)

IVR

Patient Assist Patient Engage Patient Notify

Reduces Call Handle Time Reduces Call Volume Increases Medical Adherence
Shortens Revenue Cycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contact Center integrates with Epic, Cerner, MEDITECH, and other popular EHRS to streamline communications between patients and their healthcare providers:Patient Assist automatically pops up a dashboard along with every incoming call with relevant patient information (Members in household, outstanding bills, prescriptions, etc.) based on that patient’s caller ID to expedite patient verification and call resolution time.Patient Engage (For Inbound Communications) lets patients use self-service IVRs to manage appointments, pay bills, and renew prescription refills.Patient Notify (For Outbound Communications) reduces patient no-shows – and much more – by sending automated outbound notifications via, voice, text, and email based on real-time EHR events – upcoming appointments, bill reminders, and prescription refills.



How Patient Assist Works

Patient Verification Call Resolution & Documentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Patient Assist takes an incoming call and uses the caller ID to find the patient's information within the provider’s EHR. Employees receive a screen pop with the patient’s information for verification.Patient Assist also shows a complete view of the patient record on employee's screen for quick assistance including:Patient demographicsAppointment DetailsMedicationsOutstanding/Paid Bills Once the call is over, interaction documentation is synced with the EHR.



Patient Engage allows patients to fulfill simple, common tasks themselves without interacting with 
an employee by using self-service IVR (Interactive Voice Response).

How Patient Engage Works
Automated INBOUND Patient Communications

* Supported Workflows Varies By EHR

4. The IVR can also allow a 
patient to exit an IVR 
session and speak to 
employees when needed.

1. A patient calls 
into the IVR.

2. Intermedia’s Interactive 
Voice Response (IVR) 
prompts the patient to 
provide identifying 
information.

3. The IVR authenticates 
patient information using the 
provider’s EHR* and allows 
them to:
• Manage Appointments
• Pay Bills
• Refill Prescriptions



How Patient Notify Works
Automated OUTBOUND Patient Communications

Step 1

Employees record a 
patient’s preferred 
notification method in 
their EHR – voice call, SMS 
text message, or email.

Step 2 

Real-time events (e.g., 
upcoming appointments, 
prescription refills, bills, 
etc.) trigger a notification.

Patients can confirm 
information they receive or 
request to connect with a 
staff member via voice.

Admins can add or remove 
patients at any time and 
throttle notification send 
rates to manage incoming 
patient interactions.

Step 3 Step 4

Patient Notify sends automated notifications to patients via voice, text, and email based on real-time EHR 
events and even allows patients to respond or speak to an employee if needed.
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Customers Continue to Choose Intermedia Over Competition

New Review 9/8/20

PCMag Editors’ Choice and tied for highest “excellent” 
ranking with RingCentral and AT&T (sells RingCentral) 

Additionally, new PC Magazine review = highest ranking + again chosen as Editors’ Choice

0 1 2 3 4 5

Capterra

Trustpilot

G2

BBB

Glassdoor

PC Magazine

Vonage 8x8 RingCentral Intermedia

Ratings & Review Sites: Intermedia rates highest

A+

A+
No BBB Rating

A+

Editors’ Choice
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World-class Support and Service

J.D. Power has recognized 
Intermedia for "exceptional support" –

five years in a row

We believe we need to earn 
your business everyday!

EXTERNALLY AUDITED SUPPORT AGAINST
 ~250 CRITERIA BY TSIA

3 Billion Minutes / Year

500,000 UCaaS / Voice Lines

99.999% Uptime SLAs 



THANK YOU

Synergize Biz
Jim Parton – 800.449.1493
jimparton@synergizebiz.com
www.synergizebiz.com 

Click on logo to view video 

mailto:jimparton@synergizebiz.com
http://www.synergizebiz.com/
https://share.voomly.com/v/TYwGq98K13ITP24NMZwqB5NaIDplXMBtJG2VFsrcAmIzCZgoe
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